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In typically animated form, Laetitia Vançon is seen during an event at the Western Isles Foyer Centre where she worked with a group of young people on a photography project

Earlier this year, Laetitia Vançon’s 
documentary photo series depicting life in 

the Outer Hebrides went viral.  Her striking 
photos of young islanders popped up in 
publications around the globe, appearing in 
the likes of The New York Times, National 
Geographic, and Buzzfeed.

The French photographer’s attempts to get press 
coverage of her series, entitled ‘At The End of the 
Day’, initially fell fl at, until chance led her to the 
table of James Estrin, Co-Editor of the New York 
Times Lens Blog, at a photography conference in 
the south of France.  

As a result, a selection of her photos appeared 
on Lens in October 2016, and the coverage grew 
rapidly from there.  She adds that the young people 
involved received messages – and even marriage 
proposals – from readers around the world.

Viral fame came in just a few weeks, but the 
project itself spanned more than a year, and is still 
not entirely fi nished – for instance, she would like 
to create a book from it and would like to work 
with local publishers, and a local graphic designer 
to achieve this. 

Laetitia had never heard of the Hebrides until 
she came across Lewis writer Kevin MacNeil’s 
novel, The Stornoway Way.  While she was reading 
it, a friend showed her a tourism brochure for the 
islands, one depicting stunning scenery but with 
no mention of the community, and certainly no 
hint of the scenarios played out in the pages of 
MacNeil’s novel.

“I found the clash quite interesting,” says Laetitia 
from the fl oor of her apartment in Munich in 
Germany, where she has made herself comfortable 
as we talk over Skype.  The more Laetitia read 
about the islands, the more she wanted to know: 
“I needed to check by myself what was going on.”

Her fi rst visit came in January 2016, when she 
stayed on Lewis for a month and a half – her fi rst 
ever visit to Scotland – followed by another period 
in the summer where she visited Uist and Barra, 
too.  “I wanted to have the different mood,” Laetitia 
explains.  “The winter is less calm of course, the 
weather is pretty rough.  But I really love it, I really 
prefer the winter time.  I really like the land at this 
moment.”

Laetitia made local connections fi rst through 
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Photography from the heart and soul…

social media and the sharing economy (she 
stayed with the only two Couch Surfi ng hosts on 
the island), and later through the more traditional 
method of the island grapevine.  “I meet a few 
people… and from these people I just meet other 
people, and it makes a snowball.  Some people 
heard about it and contacted me, so I went with 
the fl ow.  I end up I have too many people!” she 
laughs.  

Because the entire expedition had to be done 
on a shoestring budget, Laetitia is really grateful 
to a whole range of people throughout the Islands, 
who provided accommodation, transport and 
support to enable her to pursue her project vision.

The photographer, whose previous documentary 
projects took her to Albania and Turkey – and was 
most recently in Finland – came to the islands 
with questions, not preconceived ideas.  “How 
is it to grow up in the smallest community? Is it 
supportive, or not? And how does this remote 
place still shape your identities? It was more a 
question mark.  I didn’t come with answers, and 
I don’t really want to give an answer, because I’m 
nobody to give an answer.”

“All my projects are linked to something really 
personal.  On this one it’s about the questioning 

of how do you defi ne your identity? And how do 
you view your identity?” For Laetitia, who grew up 
in a French Air Force family, home never had a 
distinct meaning.  “We were moving all the time.  
The places never really had a huge impact because 
I was changing places all the time.” 

As a result, in the Outer Hebrides she “was 
fascinated by how the young people were 
completely happy being where they were.  How 
to explain that properly in English…? I found them 
rooted.” It was this idea of identity and place, and 
the choices facing young people in the islands as 
they reach 18 – do they stay, or do they go? – that 
Laetitia found interesting, and became the crux of 
her project.  “This really is the question point on 
the island.  Why do the young people go?”

The photos that make up At The End of the 
Day can seem bleak at a fi rst glance.  Laetitia’s 
subjects are often positioned in empty moorland 
under moody skies, remarkable images that depict 
brothers striding through the moors in kilts; friends 
approaching a dilapidated sheiling; a young girl 
staring at the lens as if in defi ance.  But when 
viewed in the context of the project, and the 
overall philosophy behind her work, they feel 
different – a very personal work of art that asks 

young people in the islands what they think about 
their identity, their culture, and their home.

“You cannot be objective.  It’s my vision of what 
I have seen, and sensed, with my perception, you 
know?” Laetitia says, talking of her approach to the 
project, and her art more generally.  “So I never say 
‘I am telling the truth about…’ It’s my impression 
of the people, and I try to be respectful that the 
people who are engaged into the pictures agree 
on my vision of them… the way I represent them.” 

The reaction from the community towards her 
project was a largely positive one.  Laetitia left with 
close friends, some of whom are already planning 
a visit to see her in Munich.  “I fall in love with the 
people there… I don’t know if I was lucky, but the 
people I met there were really welcoming, trustful, 
and open-minded.  They were really curious of 
what I wanted to do, and how I wanted to do it.”

“They reacted really good because I think they 
see so many pictures of [the] beautiful landscape 
because the landscape is totally amazing there.  
But who is looking at the society? I told them… 
you are the best to do your own story, not me, I’m 
French, I’m not living there, you should take your 
camera and tell your story.”

Putting the camera in the hands of young people 
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themselves was something Laetitia did during her 
third stay in the Hebrides, when she partnered with 
Western Isles Foyer to run a photography workshop 
for their service users.  She wanted to focus on 
the young people who, for whatever reasons, do 
not have the opportunity to leave the island.  Six 
young people took part in the workshop in March 
of this year, with their fi nal work displayed in a 
mini exhibition.

“I wanted… to give them the opportunity to 
express themselves with photography, because that 
is how I did start photography,” explains Laetitia.  
“I want them to be part of the project because they 
are part of the story of the place.”

The relationship between identity and place is 
not a topic confi ned to At The End of the Day.  Since 
fi rst embarking on a photography career fi ve years 
ago, and studying at the Danish Photojournalism 
School in Aarhus, the issue of identity has been at 
the heart of many of Laetitia’s projects – and for 
very personal reasons.

At the age of 29, Laetitia was living in France, 
having worked as a chemical engineer since 
graduating from university in 2003.  “At 29 I was 
just like ‘What am I doing?’” she remembers, 
referencing the identity crisis brought on by the 
death of her boyfriend.  

“Of course the fi rst time I faced death from a 
close one, it straight slapped me with the right 
question for life: what is your priority, what makes 
you happy? Are you happy?” The answer was no, 
and Laetitia quit the job that had met everyone’s 
expectations but her own.  “So I left all, and I went 
travelling with the only purpose to see the sunset 
and the sunrise, nothing else.”

When she returned from her travels in Australia 
and South East Asia, she returned to Germany – 
“because I was more animated there” – and turned 
to photography as a means of refl ection.  “I started 
from the beginning as a therapy, really,” she says, 
explaining that her fi rst photo series focused 
on young girls with anorexia and bulimia, two 
illnesses she had herself fought as a teenager.  

“I recognize the opportunity for the society 
around you [to] shape your identity, and was 
always wondering how much it has this impact, 
and then how does this environment impact your 
identity?”

“I’m always usually focusing on privacy and 
intimacy because I do believe strongly that it 
doesn’t matter our differences of culture, tradition, 
religion, age - doesn’t matter our differences - 
through this prism you, the viewer, can always 
connect because it’s universal values.  It’s love, it’s 
family, it’s caring, it’s sharing, it’s universal values 
we can all connect through our differences, you 
know? So I like to use this for photography.”

These were some of the themes that ran through 
her previous project, My Home, My Prison, where 
she documented the lives of an Albanian family 
confi ned to their home for twenty years because 
of a blood feud.  Here, Laetitia was again thinking 
of identity.  “How do you shape your identity 
when you are locked inside your house? When 
you cannot have any school friends, education, 
anyway, because you cannot go to school? When 
the only person you know is your family – how 
you don’t get mad in life?”  

Thanks to the press surrounding the story – 
Laetitia was awarded the 2015 Blumm Pomilio 
Prize at the Italian Embassy in Brussels, among 
other accolades – the family were able to get 
asylum rights in Belgium, and Laetitia is still in 
contact with them.

At The End of The Day provided a change of 
pace for the photographer after Albania.  “I wanted 
something where I have a more natural position, 
because the people are choosing their life, and they 
have the choice of what they do; it’s in their hands, 
not mine,” says Laetitia of the nature of working on 
At The End of the Day.  “I’m just observing, and it’s 
a completely different relationship.”

Regardless of the outcome, Laetitia knows she 
will return to the Outer Hebrides.  “I will go back 
anyway to see the people, because now I have 
friends there.”  Maybe in some small way Laetitia 
– like the young people she photographed and 
befriended – put down a few roots in the islands, 
too.  

vanconlaetitia.com
/#/at-the-end-of-the-day/

Sharon gets 
childminder 

award
By Eilidh Whiteford

‘An extension of our family’ is how one parent described 
Childminder of the Year Sharon MacKinnon.

During Childminding Month (May), the Early Years’ Service in the 
Western Isles promotes childminding as a career – and asks parents 
to nominate their choice of who should be crowned Childminder of 
the Year.

After votes were counted, the 2017 Childminder of the Year 
is Sharon Mackinnon, pictured with her charges and Early Years 
Manager Becky Maclean, who present Sharon with a vase and £50 
gift voucher to celebrate her win.

As part of the nomination process, parents were asked to give 
reasons why they chose their childminder, and those that voted Sharon 
to top place said: “Sharon has been our childminder for fi ve years, for 
both boys.  She is organised, reliable and completely trustworthy.  

“She truly cares for the little ones in her care and she is always 
relaxed and upbeat.  Our boys love her.  She’s like an extension of 
our family.”

Another added: “Sharon is one in a million; she is kind, loving, 
patient, and attentive.  My child has a life of luxury while with her – 
every day is one big, exciting adventure.”

Following an enjoyable and rewarding career, Childminders 
work from their own homes to provide care and education for other 
people’s children in a family setting; and all are registered with the 
Care Inspectorate and inspected annually.

Parents often choose childminders to look after their children as 
they offer a fl exible service in a homely environment where children 
learn from real life experiences, as well as providing planned 
activities.

And Childminders fi nd their work a rewarding career, and also 
one that provides opportunities for developing new skills and 
qualifi cations.

If you are interested in fi nding out more, or becoming a registered 
Child Minder, Early Years’ Service provides Childminders with 
advice and guidance, a start-up payment of £250, and a welcome 
pack which includes business and record-keeping documents, a fi re 
blanket, and health and safety literature.

Contact Early Years’ Service on 01851 822655, or email: 
earlyyearsenquiries@cne-siar.gov.uk 
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